GSE-1042-00 (SCD)

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
TUBING MATERIAL: 99.9% COPPER, 0.02% PHOSPHORS. UNS C12200, ASTM-B75
FITTING MATERIAL: CDA BRASS B124/CA377 PER SAE J514, J530
PRESSURE RATING: 3000 PSIG.
SAFETY FACTOR: 2.1
WEIGHT: 1.7 oz. (48 g)
CLEAN: PER AIR 1176A SEC. 5 (CGA G-4.1)
MFG. / VEN. CODE: MH

REVISION HISTORY
REV  DA-MO-YR  E. C. O. / APPR.  NOTES
A  30-01-2013  PLM  RESTORED CHANG LINK
B  06-15-2014  PLM  ADDED MATERIAL & DIMENSIONAL DETAIL
C  08-10-2014  FBG, PLM  CHANGED ASTM FROM 68 TO 75
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